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Review of Quarter 2, Issue 6

Green Industrial Futures, Realised.

We are very pleased to share our IDRIC Quarterly Newsletter. It has been an exciting,
productive and very busy period for IDRIC and this email provides an update on
our activities and future plans.

June saw the delivery of three important events for IDRIC:

Our first Partner and Stakeholder Forum (IDRIC-1)
Our inaugural UK Parliament Reception
Our participation in EPSRC Engineering Net Zero

Accelerating the impetus towards industrial decarbonisation

IDRIC’s first four-day Partner and Stakeholder Forum (IDRIC-1) took place 6th – 9th June
in Edinburgh. The event brought together IDRIC's partners in the UK industrial clusters and
researchers from across the UK.  The objective of the Forum was to discuss research and
innovation activities in order to co-create opportunities to accelerate solutions for industrial
decarbonisation and reaching net zero targets.  

https://mailchi.mp/08a1f0893aa9/idric-march-newsletter-15457289?e=[UNIQID]


 
The forum consisted of a two-day Industry Showcase where we welcomed over 230
delegates on each day, followed by a two-day Research & Innovation Engagement Forum
for around 85 delegates on each day. We had great representation from all of the industrial
clusters that we are actively engaging with. 
 
We are delighted that our face-to-face IDRIC-1 event was so successful after the
challenging past couple of years due to the COVID-19 pandemic. 
 
We look forward to organising and delivering more opportunities to engage the industrial
decarbonisation stakeholders. 
 
To find out more, read our Event Report. 

https://mcusercontent.com/bedf3a18d7becda178638d278/files/7be03a7b-080c-4509-09d5-6eb4ec5bd0f9/IDRIC_1_IDS_Report.pdf


IDRIC's UK Parliament Reception - London
 

Decarbonising UK Industry and Accelerating Green Growth across our Regions &
Nations

 
Also in June, IDRIC reached out to a wider political audience and invited stakeholders and
policy makers to its inaugural Parliamentary Reception in the Palace of
Westminster. Organised by the IDRIC Policy Team and hosted by Jacob Young MP, chair
of the All-Party Parliamentary Group on Hydrogen, the reception gave an opportunity to
share ideas and experiences across the industrial decarbonisation community, and above
all to highlight to policymakers the importance of research and innovation for the UK’s
industrial transition to net zero. 
 
Representatives from the largest UK industrial clusters showcased their decarbonisation
roadmaps and innovative delivery projects, informing attending MPs of the exciting
advances in tackling greenhouse gas emissions across the UK’s energy-intensive
industries. Their interest and messages of support for IDRIC’s work highlighted a shared
sense of purpose in achieving Net Zero and the importance of dialogue between industry,
academia and policy makers. 
 
The evening’s keynote speakers, Jacob Young MP, IDRIC Director Prof. Mercedes Maroto-
Valer and Dr Chris Williams from Industry Wales, reiterated the importance of ensuring that
Net Zero remains a key focus on the policy and political agenda as other national and
global challenges emerge, and that early-stage research and innovation is vital to ensuring
the success of UK’s decarbonisation ambitions. 
 
Above all, the reception highlighted the strategic role IDRIC plays in generating new
knowledge and acting as a focal point to convene key stakeholders and foster
collaboration across the industrial decarbonisation community in the UK (for more
information, click here). 
 
We look forward to continuing our conversations with policy makers in 2022.

https://idric.org/idrics-first-parliamentary-reception/


Photos: IDRIC Parliamentary Reception: Prof Mercedes Maroto-Valer and David
Duguid MP; Jacob Young MP talking to representatives of the Solent Cluster

EPSRC Engineering Net Zero
 
The IDRIC team welcomed the invitation to take part in the EPSRC Engineering Net Zero
in Glasgow at the end of June. The Event was an important opportunity to engage with
existing and new collaborators on our decarbonisation journey to Net Zero.  
 
As the Thematic Lead for the 'Solutions for a greener industry and urbanisation', Prof.
Mercedes Maroto-Valer was pleased to Chair a lively Panel Session on: "From ambition to
action: Challenges and opportunities for a rapid urbanising world".
 
Read more on the UKRI Blog: The net zero journey of industrial heartlands, cities and
regions – UKRI

IDRIC Workstream Focus: Skills for a transforming workforce

Our skills workstream is supporting the skills transition of the decarbonisation community
as we move to a net zero economy.  
  
Over the last six months, IDRIC has been monitoring, analysing and reporting on skills
mapping activities across different industry sectors and geographical areas. This work will
inform reliable analysis on skills policy and enable the collation of investment opportunities
for reskilling, upskilling, training and education.   
 
As part of IDRIC's commitment to the development of researchers, we have recently
established the Early Career Research Academy (ECRA). The ECRA supports career
development opportunities for all IDRIC post-doctoral research associates to ensure that

https://www.ukri.org/blog/the-net-zero-journey-of-industrial-heartlands-cities-and-regions/?utm_source=Twitter&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=Orlo&utm_content=EPSRC+Engineering+Net+Zero+week


their careers reach their full potential and their work has an impact within and beyond
IDRIC. The academy offers:  

Training opportunities (KE, responsible innovation, technology transfer, enterprise)  

Providing a community platform  

Networking events  

Secondments  

Short-term consultancy opportunities

For more information about the ECRA and our skills workstream, please contact
Charlotte McLean, Skills Research Officer on info@idric.org 

Equality, Diversity & Inclusion (EDI) 
 

Underpinning all IDRIC's work, is our commitment to an institution-wide strategic focus on
achieving a diverse workforce and inclusive working environment led by our EDI
Champion, Professor Heather McGregor. Our EDI Strategy was published in June and can
be found here. 
 
We are happy to report that two of IDRIC's EDI interventions have now commenced. The
first, during IDRIC-1, with filming for the ‘You can’t be what you can’t see’
project. Participant interviews were inspiring and thoughtful and demonstrated the diverse
paths to get to their current role. Our first videos will be published by the end of the
Summer, so stay tuned.

Our second EDI intervention has also recently launched. This is a series of Disability
workshops, which is taking place under the ‘Nothing about us without us’ theme. These
workshops are run online and are based on the research of Prof. Kate Sang and Dr James
Richards’ on disability inclusive science careers (DISC) and the social model of disability. 
 
Please contact us at info@idric.org if you would like to learn more about these
workshops.

RESEARCH FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES

IDRIC is currently funding over 40 Research projects from over 20 research institutions
from all over the UK. 

https://mcusercontent.com/bedf3a18d7becda178638d278/files/812a3d8a-c2fc-6bad-4843-d77c48c3162e/IDRIC_EDI_Strategy_Web.pdf
http://info@idric.org/
https://idric.org/research-innovation/academic-research-projects/


The areas of our research are diverse and include projects that cover, for example:  

Carbon capture, transport, utilization and storage 

Hydrogen production, transport, storage and industrial use  

Social Licence to Operate

Risk in decarbonisation finance  

Smart decision-making tools for industry  

Just Transition

Later on this year, we will be announcing further information on the Funding Call for
our Wave 2 Research and Innovation Programme, subject to UKRI approval. Stay
subscribed to receive the next update.

You can reach any of our team members through info@idric.org, we also have a
dedicated policy email, policy@idric.org.   
 
Please do get in touch if you would like to hear more details about the work we are
doing - we would very much welcome hearing from you.
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